FLORIAN
2018 SJOERD VROONLAND

DESIGN INSPIRATION
Just one single mould is necessary to steam bend the various plywood
elements of the low or high-backed ‘Florian’ lounge chair, as well as the
matching footstool. It is the perfect example of Sjoerd Vroonland’s practical
knowledge of the furniture making process, as well as his innovative take on
furniture design.

FLORIAN
DESIGNED BY SJOERD VROONLAND

MAINTENANCE

Sjoerd Vroonland (1985) studied at the Wood and Furniture College
in Rotterdam and also graduated from ArtEZ Academy, specializing
in product design. Today, Vroonland runs his own label from his
atelier in Amsterdam. His innovative products are inspired by classic
designs and are created using materials, techniques and shapes
that we are all familiar with. From the archetypal saddle to the
antique clothespin, Vroonland uses the best features of timehonoured design and finds new ways to apply them, combining
contrasting materials. Instead of hiding all the ‘technical’ details,
the designer focuses on the beauty of structure and construction:
the materials are uncompromised and the line of work can be
clearly seen. The result is a pure and poetic dialogue between craft,
innovation and modern-day living.

All LINTELOO furniture has been made with love and care.
Of course, we want you to enjoy it, for as long as possible. Proper
maintenance will prolong its lifespan, which is why each piece
of LINTELOO furniture comes with a maintenance instruction
booklet, also available for download at linteloo.com Detailed
information on care and cleaning, including the recommended
products, can also be found at linteloo-care.nl
Upholstery: Maintenance of the upholstery obviously depends
on your choice of fabric or leather. As a rule of thumb, fabric
upholstery—especially when removable—is easier to clean in case
of spots and spills than leather. On the other hand, leather will
handle regular wear and tear better, in a sense that the odd sign of
use only adds to its character.
Cushions: Again, the level of maintenance depends on your choice
of filling. Down/feather-filled cushions require regular plumping up
and airing. But you may prefer the firmer seating experience and
hypoallergenic qualities that a 100% polyester filling provides.
Legs: The occasional wipe-down with a damp cloth is all it takes.

WARRANTY

SPECIFICATIONS
Body: Oak plywood shells, with polyurethane foam in varying
densities for optimum support and comfort, wrapped in
hypoallergenic polyester fibre.
Legs and armrests: Solid oak
Upholstery: Composition of fabrics depends on the customer’s
choice of upholstery. Leathers are either aniline or pigmented/
sealed.

OPTIONS
Body: Available in white-washed or walnut stained oak, protected
by a matt varnish.
Upholstery: Fixed, available in all fabrics and leathers from
the LINTELOO collection. Customers can opt to supply their
own choice of upholstery fabric/leather. For an impression of
LINTELOO’s fabrics and leathers, see ‘Materials’ at linteloo.com
Special features: Chair and footstool come with felt gliders. Other
gliders available on request.

All LINTELOO sofas and chairs are backed by a 10-year warranty
on the frame. Cushions, upholstery and all other LINTELOO
products are backed by a 3-year warranty, with a depreciation of
1/3 each year. Please make sure you keep your invoice or receipt.
Excluded from the warranty are:
Regular wear and tear, damages and discolouration of upholstery
(fabric and/or leather).
Creasing, colour and structure variations and other irregularities,
which are part of the natural characteristics of fabrics, leather and/
or wood.
Complaints regarding fabrics and/or leathers which are not part
of the standard LINTELOO collection (specially supplied fabrics
and/or leathers).
Damages caused by improper use, inadequate or incorrect
maintenance, or repairs carried out outside the scope of
LINTELOO’s responsibility. LINTELOO uses the Terms and
Conditions of the Centrale Bond van Meubelfabrikanten, available
at www.linteloo.com.
If you have any questions, please contact your LINTELOO dealer or
LINTELOO’s customer service department.
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